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On June 29, Facebook announced a new algorithm change that puts more emphasis on content by family and friends. This is great news for those of us who heard that we missed out on important updates from friends and family that interests us. However, Facebook Engineering Director, Lars Backstrom, writes in the Facebook editor that, “This update can
cause the flow and declining traffic to some pages.” What can businesses do? Facebook marketing expert Mari Smith recently shared a video with 9 tips to maximize reach and engagement on Facebook, following this new algorithm change. Look at his video and look at the tips below. 1. Focus on multiple videos – Facebook gives priority to video content.
The more videos you share, the more balls you will get in front. 2. Create professional videos using Animoto – Mari recommends using Animoto as a simple and fast tool to create videos for Facebook. Read more about his blog post on 3 Tips for Using Animated Video for Facebook Marketing. 3. Repurpose Facebook Video live – If you are using Facebook
Live (and as you will see in a second tip, Mari suggests you should be), readap your videos. When you've made the broadcast, download your HD videos and use clips to create new content to share. 4. Posts of trade for maximum actions – says Mari, “Though your post will make your audience feel.” Is it something that inspires them to click on that sharing
button so that their friends and fans can see your content? 5. Monitoring intuitions every day – Facebook Insights offers a large suite of tools to help you understand what your content is doing the best. If some messages are performing very well, learn from it and create similar content. 6. TransmissionFacebook Live often – In a big interview with Michael
Stelzner at Social Media Examiner, Mari explains that “Facebook Live is great for marketers because it gives the ability to create an intimate, authenticwith your audience. It humanizes and customizes your brand.” And once again, once you're done with your transmission, you have a new piece of video content to re-adap and share again! 7. Always include
visual elements – The appellations will help you distinguish yourself in News Feed. 8. Pay to amplify the flow – When one of your messages is hot, put some spending behind it to amplify the flow so that even more people will see it. 9. Analyze what it does best for any Facebook page – Finally, Mari suggests using SumoRank.com to see what kind of post
perform the best for you, your competitors, or for any Facebook page. What kind of content do you find gets the most commitment and reach on your Facebook page? Please let us know in the comments or contact us on Facebook or Twitter. Are you new to Animoto? Find out how it works and register here. And... Marittimo Llewellyn Di: Mari Llewellyn User
Guide Mari Guida Home Guida marillewellyn@ Table of contents 2 take photos! Join the team! Guide Overview Introduction to circuit equipment Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Ab Workouts 4 5 6-7 8 9 26-29 30 3A Note from Me 10-13 14-17 18-21 22 Welcome to the Fit With Mari Home Guide! After an overwhelming amount of demands for a
guide at home, it is finally here! Fitness is the best decision I've ever made. He helped me love myself, find out who I am and grow as a person. I want you all to experience fitness, whether it's in the gym or at home. I did these workouts to be effective and to give you the results you deserve. This guide is based on all the exercises I used to change my body. I
encourage you to push! There is no magic training, if you want to see progress, you are going to need to give your everything. I know you can do this! I can’t waitsee the results. Disclaimer: during reading this guide, please remember that I do not have a personal trainer certification. I am not responsible for any injuries that you can get from theseThese are
just the workouts I followed to achieve my goals, and I hope to help you do the same. Selling or sharing this guide is illegal. A lot of love, Mari xo 4 #FitWithMari taking photos during your trip will act as a great motivation. While you can't feel how to take a photo of yourself on day 1, you will be so grateful that you've done long-term. You will often see more
results in the mirror than on the scale. Share your progress with me! I'd like to see your transformations! Tag me in your photos of instagram or DM me! Label me in your Instagram photos and use the hashtag #fitwithmari Take Pictures! 5 #FitWith Marittimo The facebook community is a group of women who follow the Fit With Mari Guides. These women are
there for support, motivation and advice! You have also received instructions for enrolling these pages in your confirmation email. Facebook Group: Fit with Mari (Please request the page and incoming mail message the administrator your order #, please allow 24 hours for acceptance.) Instagram page: @fitwithmarihome (Please ask to follow and DM THIS
CONTO with your order #, please allow 24 hours for acceptance.) Join the team! Our incredible facebook community (Fit With Mari) and our highly active Instagram page (@fitwithmarihome). Before you start, make sure to join... Guide Overview This home guide is a compilation of all my basic exercises. My favorite exercises of all time have always been free
weight movements (AKA not machines.) Free weight movements are going to involve more muscle groups in your body while burning calories more. Remember, weight lifting is not just for muscle growth. Raising burns a lot of calories! This guide will help you lose fat and tone. Besides, you will be able to do theseeverywhere, at any time. All you need is a
pair of handlebars (or 2 equally heavy items), and a resistance band! No training is the same in this guide. I think changing your routine is essential to continueprogress! you will be alternating between the upper body and the lower body to make sure that we get a balanced body. this guide is a 4 day program a week, 5 weeks. every week progresses in
difficulty. with this saying, this guide is not a book rule! feel free to do more or less of the recommended days. you can simply cycle your workouts if you choose to. at the end of this guide you will be able to build your own workout routine! training in this guide will be made as circuits. you should repeat each circuit four or six times (depending on your ability)
with little to no rest between the exercises. after every 2-3 (half road) completed circuits, you should take a break for 1-3 minutes. some of your workouts will include a ‘circuit sheet’ also known as a finisher! the circuit slayer will run immediately after your second or third circuit completed- just before your break. you will be making the slayer circuit 2 times,
depending on your ability. 6 extended panoramic guide these circuits will not be in time. I did it intentionally. you should prioritize using the heaviest weight you can safely use, rather than prioritize getting through the circuit as quickly as possible. I want you to be safe and that you have the best form possible, don't run. this will allow you to reach the correct
muscle groups. in my training I have the priority to raise the heavier weight I can with the best form possible. to get the most out of this guide, you need to push up to failure! your last set should be almost impossible. This is what will give you results. with this said, if something feels out or is suffering, enough! if there is an exercise you are not comfortable with
or cannot do, feel free to replace exercise with a similar movement.so excited to see you grow in shape and like people. I am so happy to be a part of your trip, and to be able to provide tools to improve your workouts! Let's move together! 7 Equipment TheI suggest this guide: I would strongly recommend investing in a series of handlebars. During this guide,
there are some exercises that require different weights. For example: your lower body days can be more effective with heavier handlebars, while with the upper body days you may need lighter handlebars. Recommendations for dumbbell set (Based on the resistance level:) Beginner: 3kg, 8kg Intermediate: 5kg, 10kg Advanced: 5lbs, 10lbs, 15lbs A good
resistance band (on my website you can find adorable heavy resistance bands that do not bend, roll or snap!) A series of handlebars (You can order these on amazon, or buy at the local sports shop.) 8 Intro to Circuits Training in this guide will be made as circuits. You should repeat each FOUR circuit or SIX times (depending on your ability) with little or no
rest between the exercises. After every 2-3 (half road) completed circuits, you should take a break for 1-3 minutes. Some of your workouts will include a ‘circuit sheet’ also known as a finisher! The circuit slayer will run immediately after your second or third circuit completed- just before your break. You will be making slayer circuit 2 times, depending on your
ability. Abs: At the end of every day of the Higher Body you will see an abdominal circuit indicated by #. Ab circuits can be found at the bottom of the guide. There are 3 different circuits ab. 2 3 5 6 1 Good luck! Good luck! Good luck! Good luck! Xo 9 15 REPS WEEK 1UPPER BODY 1 2 Knee Pushups Overhead Press 12 REPS 12 REPS Front Raise 1 2
Lateral Close Grip Floor Press 3 “Record your quantity every week! 1 4 6 1 2 2 2 2 3 12 REPS 15 "Pinkis up as you're pouring tea!" “Elebows in!” Tricep Kickback failure “Slow and controlled. 5 1 2 1 2 3 Today's Ab Circuit: Abs #1 10 2 10 REPS WEEK 1 3Squat Lunge Pulse In Place 15 REPS 15 REPS RDL 1 Squat wide-stage “Slow and push through heels,
this should burn! 10 replies each1 4 1 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 2 3 3 15 REPS 10 “Date on shoulders”. Seated Hip Abduction “Required RB, push your knees out as wide as possible.” “The jumping repeaters are only 3/4 up and fast! 10 reps each leg.” "Remove your hips, a stretch of deep coulisse!" 5 1 2 DAY OF LOWER 2 11 2 10 REPS UPPER BODY WEEK 1 Bent
Over Row Bent Alternating Over Row 15 REPS Hammer Curl 1 Rear Delt Flies 3 "Squire shoulder straps together!" 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 15 Today's Ab Circuit: Abs #1 12 REPS WEEK 1 Narrow Stance Squat Hip Thrust 12 REPSSeated Hip Abduction Frog Pump 4 3 2 1 2 12 REPS 15 REPS “Put together those heels!” “Make the hidden chin,
push through the heels keep tight buttocks. ” “1 second break at the peak of each repeater.” 1 day lower life 4 11 2 1 2 21 Today's Circuit Slayer: Pulse Shark will clean up until failure. 13 WEEK 2UPPER BODY DAY 1 2 Knee Pushups 10 REPS 12 REPS 3 “Remember your amount every week! 1 4 6 1 2 8 REPS Alternating Overhead Press 1 2 3 8 REPS “8
repeaters controlled with each side!” Fall behind the head extension “One arm at a time.” 5 1 2 Sides 1 2 3 10 REPS Skull Crusher “Repress low and controlled”. Today's Ab Circuit: Abs #2 1 2 2 14 2 3 10 REPS WEEK 2 Goblet Squat DB Up Kickbacks 1 1 Goblet Squat DB Down 1 4 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 12 REPS 12 REPSHamstring Curl “Slow and controlled, try to
tighten that muscle hamstring.” “Squeeze glutes every repeater! 10 reps every leg.” LOWER BODY 5 DAY 2 12 REPS Squat Cammini 1 “8 reps each side.” 1 2 3 REPS 1 21 15 WEEK 2UPPER BODY 3 2 Vast grid Bent Over Row 10 REPS 1 2 One Arm Row 3 “Arms almost perpendicular to the body, hard blade tightens at the top of the rep. “ 1 2 3 2x10
REPS “Repeat twice back Support with chair or wall. " 15 REPS 1REPS 12 REPS Hammer Curl 4 Bicep Curl 1 2 2 Today's Ab Circuit: Abs #1 Today's Slayer Circuit: Bicep Curl Burnout you will make 25+ Curl Bicep burners. 16 WEK 2LOWER BODY DAY 4 1 2 Squat 1 15 REPS 11 3 2 Frog Pump 20 REPS 10 REPSPulse Lunge In Place 15 REPSRDL “The
jump repeaters are only 3/4 up and fast! 10 reps each leg.” “Push hips back, light curve in the knees!” 4 5 1 2 Hip Thrust w. Reduction 10 REPS “Keep glutes squeezed during movement!” 21 3 Circuit Slayer Pulse Squats Will clean up until failure. 17 WEEK 3UPPER BODY DAY 1 2 Knee Pushups Bent Over Row 8 REPS 3 1 4 Fall Forward Extension 15
REPSFloor Chest print “Very slow Responsibles, crush DB together as hard as possible!” 5 1 2 One Arm Row 1 2 3 REPS “An arm at a time alternating!” 1 “Elebows closer to the body and the blade of the shoulder Down 1 2 3 12 REPS “The light curve on your knees, kick as if on a skateboard. ” LOWER BODY DAY 2 Squat Walks “Street knee to the
outside, push the heels.” “Toosh squeeze at the top of each repetition!” 12 REPS 5 Passer stability squat 15 REPS 1 2 15 REPSRDL 1 2 Today's Circuit Slayer: Lunge Pulse In Place Pulse reps are only 3/4 of sense up and fast! 11 2 3 19 WEEK 3UPPER BODY DAY 3 2 Reptitudine Single Arm Curl3 1 4 1 2 10 REPS 2x10 REPS 10 REPS “Take elbows at
about ear level. “One arm at a time back, no rest.” Sides 1 2 3 10 REPS Skull Crusher 1 2 “Try using the same DB and finish the whole 3 set without pause!” 10 REPS Tricep Kickback 1 2 5 1 2 2 Today’s Ab Circuit: Abs #1 Today's Slayer Circuit: Crushers Skull You'll make skull crushers at the end of each circuit. Do these until you fail. 20 WEEK 3LOWER
BODY DAY 4 1 5 10 REPS Pulse Lunge In Place “The repeaters are only 3/4up and fast! 10 reps each2 Wide Stance Squat 2 3 15 REPS “Focus on crushing those buttocks.” 4 12 REPSHamstring Curl “Slow and controlled, try to squeeze that muscle hamstring.” 21 3 1 2 15 REPSRDL 1 2 21 Hip Thrust w. Abduction 15 REPS 321 21 WEEK 4UPPER BODY
1 2 Bent Over Row 3 4 15 REPSFloor Chest Press 5 One Arms Row 2x10 REPS “Return every side.” Abs #3 1 2 3 22 4 “These are a strength in my training!” WEEK 4 5 Goblet Squat DB Down 2 1 1 2 LOWER BODY DAY 2 “The alternate legs. 8 lungs per leg.” “3/4 quick repetitions.” 3 12 REPS Hip Thrust w. 15 REPS 3 1 2 3 1 2 2 Close Stability Button
today’s Slayer Circuit: Pulse lunges in position Pulse repeaters are only 3/4 sense up and fast! 2 x 6 23 10 REPS 1 2 pump frog back Lunge to Squat 20 REPS 8 REPS 1 2 WEEK 4UPPER BODY 3 10 REPS 5 1 1 12 REPS fault steak tight bend knee pushup 1 1 2 "Slow & controlled. Do not close your elbows.” Arnold Press 12 REPS 10 REPS 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 3
1 Rear Delt Flies 1 2 10 REPS “Elebows In!” “Slow on the way down (2-3 seconds) fast on the way up!” 2 4 today’s Ab Circuit: Abs #1 Today's Slayer Circuit: Skull Crusher You'll do sketches of skulls until failure. 24 5 WEEK 4 Goblet Squat DB Down "Toosh squeeze on top of each repeater!" 1 1 2 LOWER BODY 3 DAY 4 2 "8 repeat each leg alternating.
Squat between every repeater. ” 1 2 3 “3/4 quick repeats.” “6 repetitions each leg alternate twice.” 12 REPS 4 Narrow Stance Squat Pulse 15 REPSRDL 1 2 One Leg Hip Thrust Today’s Circuit Slayer: Single Leg Hip Thrust Single Leg Floor Thrust up to failure every side back 3 times. 25 12 REPS 2X6 REPS 1 2 Back Lunge to Squat 8 REPS 1 2 WEEK 5 3
UPPER BODY DAY 1 2 Knee PushupVery slow straights, crushing DB together as hard as possible!” 5 1 4 1 2 Sides 1 2 3 15 REPS “First 5 reps have a second break 1-2 at the top.“ Falling 8 REPS 1 Print alternative 1 2 3 8 REPS Straight row 1 2 12 REPS “Bring elbows to about the ear level. ” 1 2 “A second break at the top of each repeater!” Today's Ab
Circuit: Abs #2 26 5 1 2 WEEK 5 Seated Hip Abduction “Use the buttocks to spread the legs apart” 1 LOWER BODY 3 DAY 2 “8 repeat each alternating leg. Squat in between each repeater. ” 1 2 3 “6 reps each leg alternate twice.” 15 REPS 12 Curl 421 RDL 1 2 15 REPS Single Leg Hip Thrust 27 Today's Slayer Circuit: Pulse Squats Will clean up until
failure. 2X6 REPS 1 Rear Squat 8 REPS 1 2 2 BODY WEEK 5 Bent Over Row 15 REPS 15 REPS Hammer Curl 1 3 “Squire the shoulder straps together!” 1 4 1 1 1 1 2 3 15 REPS Bicep Curl 5 1 2 DAY 3 “The reps burn!” Close Grip Floor Press 10 REPSSkull Cru 28 WEEK 5LOWER BODY DAY 4 2 1 5 2x6 REPSPulse Lunge In Place 4 "Pollen repeaters
are only 3/4 road up and fast! 6 repeat each leg back and forth, repeat twice.” “I know these are annoying, but they are really good! ” “Read the buttocks squeezed at the top all the time!” 12 REPSHamstring Curl 3 15 REPS Goblet Squat DB Down 21 1 2 1 2 RDL 1 2 15 REPS Today's Circuit Slayer: Hip Thrust w. Hip the push until failure with a abduction at
the top of each repetition! Hip Thrust w. Rapture 15 REPS 31 2 29 Ab Workouts try to circuit them three times! Abs should do after training as a seperate circuit! 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 Always take these dead movements. “Responsibles low and controlled.” Leg lifters “Always time itself, keep track of progress!” “Leave lifts before the planks hitMy lower belly!” Leg
lifts Plank scissors “Alternare ogni lato noall three sets.” 2 RELATIONS Side heel in steel “Alternance on one side to the other”. Russian crusaders “Feel free to put your feet under a sofa or your dog!” Ab Ci... mari easy fitness pdf free download. mari easy fitness pdf download
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